An improved version of Lloyd's theorem  by Smith, D.H.
in this paper we show that the :jeneralisation of i k~yd’s t heore 
distanL”c;3-transi ivc; graphs given by Riggs [ I ] can be i nproved in the GM 
of an antipoda distance-transitive graph. In particular, thk shows that 
the: rioots of the Lloyd polynomial in the case of binary perfect codes 
are aill even integers. 
an example we give simple proof that there are no non-trivial 
ct binq u-codes wi *;he binary Golay code. The 
proof has the advantage that it values of e 2 2 Cniukane- 
ously and does not require a reference to a computer search. 
e call a distance-transitive graph avrtipodal if for alk M, u 1~ I+‘&) u I’&) 
Ieither 3 (u, u) = d cxr u = u. FGT a.~ iiccsunt of the basic results on antipodal 
i~~~l~c~-t~a~sit~ve graphs *we refer the reader to f 91. 
ipodall diskmze-tralnsitive graph F we can define a derived 
vertices of” r’ axe the Sets i’&) W r&) iz E kTj, and ver- 
F&) and &,(z’) ~11 I?&‘) are adjacent in I”’ if and orally if 
vertices u E ro(z) u I-‘&) amd t:’ E F&C) t.b F’d(z’) such that 
f. 10 is proved in [ 9, Lmrma 7 atld Theorem 31 that if 
, I”“’ is disr:~cle-t~~,n.jithre w:ithvadency k md diameter [I d 1. 
a j*ertices of a di:stance-transitive graph f‘ such that 
define the iintersec tion mm&m 
11 accost jof properties of the intersection matrices of distance- 
aphssee [2], 
is foIIQvu$: easlily from [9, Lk:mma $1 (see Appendix 2). A proof 
be fourtd in [ 3, Proposition 4.2 ] . 
x77 
IFx,(X) z Xr=,Vi(X) then the princil result of [ 11 is that i 
erfect e-code then the roots of x ) are, eigenvalues of the intersec- 
matrix of I*. 
The following two lemmas have en proved independently by 
[( 1 5 . 
hoof. This is the remark folnlowing Theorem I of [S] l 
Proof. The result is clerlr if d = 24 + 1. Suppose d > 2e + 9 and suppose 
that vertices Fo(cI) U F,&?t), Fo(c2) U F&z) in C are at distance’ 
f< 2cr + I in r*‘. From [9, Lemma 31 (see Appendix ?) we siee that 
and so there exist c3 E F&r) w F&& c4 E F&) w Fd(cz) such that 
a(s3, c,) =f< 2e + 1 in F, which is im,possible. 
Also ]cIl = \CJl,:, + kd), 1 VF”i = Ivlr]/(k(-J -b kd) and it follows from 
Emma 2.1 that, if d > 2e + 1, the number of vertices in the spheres of 
radius 4 is the same in both cases and so the code c’ is perfect. 
. This follows immediately from Lemma 2.1. 
41 hats extended the defin tisn of nearly perkt ~cbdes 
ve g;raphs and proved an ana!logue of Biggs’ t~sult . We 
t ttlo uur lZemm;ii 3.2 for a nearly perfect code in an 
itia k,, < k,/k. By looking at tk derived graph in tht3 
done for gerfeczt codes a similar in+rovement 5n 
t is possible. ‘II2e improvzm~nt aypk; to nearlly 
notation as f 1 ] we let Q = { 1 Ir 2, .._? q) and define a 
SC vertex set is Q’$ and in which two vertices are ad- 
differ in prs&e;y one ooarrjinate. r(:~. q) is 
2, I’@. q) is not antipod;dl, but I-@, 2) which 
the case of binary codes is antipodal and so Theorem 3.4 
raph of I?H. 2). which we denote by r(n, 2)/Z, has inter- 
Ufe can use Theorem 4.2 to give a shoti us-Cficd proof that the Golay 
mde is the only mm-trivial binary perfect u-oode with PT 2 2 (see [ 7,l O] ). 
We suppose that TV 3 2 and, to txfud.~ tritkl cad, i, tl > 2e + 1. T’he 
nemssary conditiotrs for the existerace of a pitrfect 4- ode that we shall 
use are Theorem 4.2 and the sphere packing cmdition 
i+b,fx) and its zeros .q < x2 C . . . < xc have the following properties [ 71: 
(5.3j 
= ( PI - :‘!e - It ) I!i ‘-e (n - l!) (n - 3) . . * (77 -- e) l 
e method sf [ 7 :I . 
. . . a2(xc) =:a,(e!) < e! . 
re zeros xi, xi which are Z-equivalent and so 
s 
x, $(x1 + s,j2 . 
21. C5.%b, 6.9) and the rilri~hmetic-geometric mean ineqti&:y 
((f _, 1 )’ q- it,-.. 6’ 
-.____(i.+_j_j_.. J_, fj c9 
> gp izo . - 
_,_ 1 )i 9- ie--Q-i 
and we have 
(5.11) n<~(17e2t+ je--. 1. 
of. Frc3m (X3), (S.6), (5.7), 
(Xi ‘-- 1) = #b,.(Z)/$,( 1 j = 0. - ZCJ I--- 1 )/(tr --- 1 ) 
and then :hx Theorem 4.2 tells us that x1 , . . . . x, are all even integers 
we see that PI is odd and so 2”+’ 1 (n - - 2t-p -- 1 ) and the result follows. 
e note that if It -,- I = 2hlX& ” 1 ) then 
APQW the intersection matrix of r(n, 2)/2 and let A, = 
w has [ 5 n] + ‘1 rows). 
’ 3J has eigenvakes 3, _- 1 9 Bt5j has eigenvdues 5, -4, 1. 
VI i + 2 starting from the beginning aktl then subtract 
’ from cdwmn j starting firwn ue beginning. Addi 
ts the last row and wbstlracting the feat column 
ar? coE.umn is --A 
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j + 2 from cohnn j starting from the be inning and we obtaiil 
Repeat the above operations arsd we’dtoin 
J?le Jl t 

